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through eddy–mean flow interactions. This modeling study 
supports that the positive phase of the AMV promotes the 
negative NAO in winter, while illustrating the impacts of 
the stratosphere and of the ocean–atmosphere feedbacks in 
the spatial pattern and timing of this response.

Keywords Atlantic multidecadal variability · North 
Atlantic Oscillation · Teleconnection · Cold extremes · 
Decadal forecasting · Jet stream · Rossby waves · 
Stratosphere–troposphere coupling · Ocean–atmosphere 
feedback

1 Introduction

The relationship between sea surface temperature (SST) 
anomalies and the large-scale atmospheric circulation has 
been thoroughly investigated in the literature, from obser-
vational analysis and modeling experiments. While two-
way ocean–atmosphere interactions have been clearly iden-
tified in the tropics (for example in the case of the El Nino 
Southern Oscillation, e.g. Wang et al. 2004), it generally 
appears that at short time scales (weekly to interannual) 
the atmosphere drives the oceanic surface in the extratrop-
ics (Frankignoul 1985). The feedback from extratropical 
SST anomalies on the atmosphere exists (e.g., Peng and 
Whitaker 1999; Czaja and Frankignoul 1999; Magnusdot-
tir et al. 2004, Deser et al. 2007; Kwon et al. 2011) but 
appears to be small with little predictive skill (Bretherton 
and Battisti 2000; Kushnir et al. 2002).

At longer timescales though, some predictability arises 
from multidecadal variability of the SST that is internally 
driven by ocean dynamics. In particular in the North Atlan-
tic, the SST exhibits some long-term variability known as 
Atlantic multidecadal variability (AMV, Knight et al. 2006) 

Abstract The impact of the Atlantic multidecadal vari-
ability (AMV) on the wintertime atmosphere circulation 
is investigated using three different configurations of the 
Community Atmospheric Model version 5 (CAM5). Real-
istic SST and sea ice anomalies associated with the AMV 
in observations are prescribed in CAM5 (low-top model) 
and WACCM5 (high-top model) to assess the dependence 
of the results on the representation of the stratosphere. In 
a third experiment, the role of ocean–atmosphere feedback 
is investigated by coupling CAM5 to a slab-ocean model 
in which the AMV forcing is prescribed through oceanic 
heat flux anomalies. The three experiments give consist-
ent results concerning the response of the NAO in winter, 
with a negative NAO signal in response to a warming of 
the North Atlantic ocean. This response is found in early 
winter when the high-top model is used, and in late winter 
with the low-top model. With the slab-ocean, the negative 
NAO response is more persistent in winter and shifted east-
ward over the continent due to the damping of the atmos-
pheric response over the North Atlantic ocean. Additional 
experiments suggest that both tropical and extratropical 
SST anomalies are needed to obtain a significant modula-
tion of the NAO, with small influence of sea ice anomalies. 
Warm tropical SST anomalies induce a northward shift of 
the ITCZ and a Rossby-wave response that is reinforced 
in the mid-latitudes by the extratropical SST anomalies 
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or Atlantic multidecadal Oscillation (AMO, Kerr 2000). 
Since paleoclimatic data suggests that the periodicity varies 
in time, the multidecadal fluctuations of the North Atlan-
tic SST are not a true oscillation (Gray et al. 2004; Knud-
sen et al. 2011) and the term AMV is more appropriate to 
describe this mode of variability. The forcing mechanism of 
the AMV is still unclear and subject to considerable debate. 
Several studies based on coupled ocean–atmosphere simu-
lations (Delworth et al. 1993; Timmermann et al. 1998; 
Zhang and Wang 2013; Wang and Zhang 2013; Ba et al. 
2014) have suggested that the AMV is tied to the Atlantic 
meridional overturning circulation (AMOC), the regional 
signature of the oceanic meridional overturning circula-
tion (MOC, Kuhlbrodt et al. 2007). Various mechanisms 
have been identified for the AMOC, including wind-driven 
variability forced by atmospheric noise (e.g., Medhaug and 
Furevik 2011; Chen et al. 2015) or density anomalies in 
deep water formation regions (e.g., Jungclaus et al. 2005). 
According to these studies, the AMV is driven by internal 
oceanic dynamics and ocean–atmosphere interactions, but 
other works have emphasized the role of external forcings 
(solar, aerosols and volcanoes) in modulating the North 
Atlantic SST variability (Otterå et al. 2010; Booth et al. 
2012; Knudsen et al. 2014). Observational measurements 
of the AMOC are too recent to investigate its impacts on 
long time scales, but coupled climate models suggest that a 
strong AMOC induces an increase of warm water transport 
from the tropics to the extratropics, resulting in the positive 
polarity of the AMV (e.g., Wang and Zhang 2013). Such an 
AMV-AMOC relationship is consistent with the pioneer-
ing work of Bjerknes (1964) who hypothesized that in the 
North Atlantic the atmosphere drives the SST variability on 
short time scales (up to interannual), while ocean dynamics 
is responsible for SST and potentially atmospheric variabil-
ity at decadal/multidecadal time scales. This hypothesis is 
also verified by recent observational work that has investi-
gated the relationship between surface heat fluxes and the 
North Atlantic SST (Gulev et al. 2013).

Investigating the impact of the AMV on the atmosphere 
is made difficult by the relative shortness of the instru-
mental record in comparison with the AMV periodicity, 
that is about 60–70 years in observations (Schlesinger and 
Ramankutty 1994; Kerr 2000). Therefore, climate model 
experiments are needed to investigate how the AMV influ-
ences the large-scale atmospheric circulation. In sum-
mer, the AMV has been found to influence the intensity 
of Atlantic tropical cyclones (e.g., Knight et al. 2006), 
the Amazonian and Sahel monsoon rainfall (e.g., Wang 
et al. 2012) and both North American and European sum-
mer climate (e.g., Sutton and Hodson 2005, 2007). In 
winter, the impact of the AMV is less evident but some 
recent studies have identified a link between the AMV and 
the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), also referred to as 

the Northern Annular Mode (NAM). The NAO/NAM is 
the leading mode of extratropical Northern Hemisphere 
(NH) atmospheric variability in winter. In these studies, 
the AMV-related SST anomalies induce a negative NAO/
NAM response in winter in atmospheric general circula-
tion models (AGCMs), that is associated with a south-
ward shift of the North Atlantic storm track (Msadek et al. 
2011; Omrani et al. 2014; Peings and Magnusdottir 2014a; 
Davini et al. 2015). Some coupled ocean–atmosphere 
simulations also support this relationship (Kavvada et al. 
2013; Gastineau et al. 2013; Ba et al. 2014; Ruprich-Rob-
ert and Cassou 2014; Omrani et al. 2015), as do statistical 
analyses of observations/reanalyses from the 20th century 
(Peings and Magnusdottir 2014a). The AMV has also been 
found to modulate the probability of atmospheric blocking 
events in the North Atlantic sector (Häkkinen et al. 2011). 
Given the influence of NAO/NAM variability and block-
ing patterns on the temperature and precipitation of Eura-
sia and North America (Hurrell and van Loon 1997), the 
AMV-NAO linkage has important implications in terms of 
long-term predictability of climate over these regions. For 
example, the current positive polarity of the AMV is one 
factor that may have promoted the resurgence of extreme 
cold weather episodes over Europe and the eastern US in 
recent winters (Peings and Magnusdottir 2014a; Keenly-
side and Omrani 2014), in addition to the possible influ-
ence of Arctic sea ice loss (e.g., Cohen et al. 2014; Peings 
and Magnusdottir 2014b).

Although the AMV-NAO linkage is suggested by several 
studies, the response of the wintertime atmospheric cir-
culation to the AMV depends on the model configuration 
that is used. Hodson et al. (2010) did not find a significant 
response of the winter NAO using five different AGCMs 
with prescribed AMV-SST anomalies. However, Peings and 
Magnusdottir (2014a) found a significant NAO response 
with a similar SST forcing, but in a different AGCM (the 
latest version of the Community Atmospheric Model, 
CAM5). Unlike Hodson et al. (2010), the model output was 
also examined at a finer timescale (intraseasonal), which 
allowed us to identify a significant NAO response in late 
winter only. Msadek et al. (2011) also found a negative 
NAO response to a warm AMV using an AGCM (LMDZ) 
coupled to a slab mixed layer ocean model in the North 
Atlantic. Omrani et al. (2014) investigated the depend-
ence of the NAO response on the representation of the 
stratosphere in ECHAM5. They only obtained a significant 
response of the NAO in the high-top version of their model 
(with 39 vertical levels and a lid at 0.01 hPa compared to 
19 levels and a lid at 10 hPa in the low-top version). There-
fore, the AMV–NAO relationship is dependent on the con-
figuration of the model that is used, especially whether the 
coupling to the ocean is included and/or whether the strato-
sphere is resolved.
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In this study, we revisit the AMV–NAO relationship 
with a set of numerical experiments using CAM5. This 
work is complementary to our Peings and Magnusdottir 
(2014a) paper that used only the low-top version of CAM5 
with prescribed SST and sea ice. We assess the importance 
of ocean–atmosphere feedbacks and of the stratospheric 
representation in the AMV–NAO relationship by using two 
other configurations of CAM5: one where CAM5 is cou-
pled to a slab ocean and another that includes a high-top 
stratosphere. Since the same tropospheric physics is used 
in each model version, we can highlight the differences 
that are related to each additional component. The paper is 
organized as follows. Section 2 describes the atmospheric 
model and the different experiments. Section 3.1 presents 
the surface forcing that is applied in each experiment and 
the resulting heat flux anomaly in winter. The atmospheric 
response is described in Sect. 3.2, with an emphasis on 
the NAO and the associated surface temperature anoma-
lies. The response of the NAO and of the stratosphere are 
investigated at the intraseasonal time scale in Sect. 3.3. 
Section 3.4 discusses the presence of a tropical-extratrop-
ical teleconnection that partly explains the mid-latitude 
atmospheric response. Finally, Sect. 3.5 explores the role of 
tropical vs extratropical Atlantic SST anomalies, as previ-
ous studies have suggested that mid-latitude SST anomalies 
reinforce the response of the NAO and storm track to tropi-
cal Atlantic SST anomalies (Okumura et al. 2001; Drevil-
lon et al. 2003; Peng et al. 2005; Sutton and Hodson 2007). 
A summary of the results and a discussion of the main find-
ings are given in Sect. 4.

2  Methodology

The Community Atmospheric Model version 5 (CAM5) is 
an Atmospheric General Circulation Model developed by 
the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). 
CAM5 is the atmospheric component of the Community 
Earth System Model (CESM). Details about the model can 
be found in Neale et al. (2011). CAM5 is a low-top model 
with 30 vertical levels and a top at 2.2 hPa.

Two different configurations of the model are used. One 
with prescribed SST and sea ice concentration (SIC) and 
another with a slab ocean model (SOM) that has a sea-
sonally varying mixed layer depth. The mixed layer depth 
and sea surface temperature are prognostic variables in the 
SOM and this model configuration allows for a fully inter-
active air-sea exchange. The slab ocean does not include 
any ocean dynamics, it only represents thermodynamical 
exchanges between the atmosphere and the mixed layer. 
To account for the lack of ocean dynamics in SOM, a 
heat flux (Q-flux) is included in the energy budget of the 
mixed layer. The Q-flux is estimated from a fully coupled 

ocean–atmosphere simulation and is used to compensate 
for the lack of heat transport and correct errors in the SST 
and sea ice simulations that are due to other missing pro-
cesses. SOM is coupled to a thermodynamic sea ice model 
that controls snow depth, surface temperature, ice thick-
ness and ice concentration, as well as internal energy in 
four layers for a single thickness category. Therefore SIC 
is a prognostic variable when SOM is used, i.e., SIC is no 
longer prescribed and it is interactive.

We also use the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate 
Model (WACCM), which is a high-top chemistry-climate 
model that extends in altitude to the lower thermosphere 
(approximately 140 km). WACCM is used with the CAM5 
physics package and is thus referred to as WACCM5. Com-
pared to CAM5, the model has 70 vertical levels with a lid 
at 5.1 × 10−6 hPa (approximately 140 km) and a fully inter-
active chemistry. WACCM also includes a parameterization 
of nonorographic gravity waves (Smith et al. 2014) and an 
option to prescribe the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) 
by relaxing equatorial zonal winds in the stratosphere. We 
use a relaxation towards a cyclic QBO that is deduced from 
observations (period of 28 months). It is important to high-
light that the comparison between CAM5 and WACCM5 
does not only reflect changes that are due to a higher verti-
cal resolution in the stratosphere, but it also includes the 
impact of the interactive chemistry and of the QBO. Thus 
when we refer to the impact of the high-top stratosphere in 
the following of the paper, we actually refer to all the addi-
tional processes that are included in WACCM5 compared 
to CAM5.

In all our experiments, the horizontal resolution is 1.9° 
latitude and 2.5° longitude. Greenhouse gases and aerosol 
concentrations are representative of present-day conditions 
(year 2000). Three perturbation experiments are performed 
with the three different model configurations (Table 1, 
and description hereafter). Each experiment consists of 
two 81-year simulations representative of the positive and 
negative polarity of the AMV (AMV+ and AMV−), with 
1 year of spin-up that is removed from the analysis. Sea-
sonal means (for example December to March, DJFM) are 
obtained for each experiment by averaging the 80 remain-
ing winter seasons. For each experiment, the output of the 
AMV− simulation is subtracted from the output of the 
AMV+ simulation to determine the response of the atmos-
phere to the AMV forcing. Thus we describe the response 
to the positive SST anomaly case by comparing it to the 
negative SST anomaly case, assuming linearity in the 
response to warm and cold AMV. We choose to not use a 
control run to compare our perturbation experiments so as 
to maximize the signal to noise ratio and estimate the con-
sequence of a shift from a cold to a warm AMV (without 
considering a neutral state). Due to the short memory of the 
atmosphere, individual winters are considered statistically 
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independent and a two-tailed Student t test is applied to 
assess the statistical significance of the differences between 
AMV+ and AMV−.

•	 “LOW-TOP” refers to the simulations that are performed 
using CAM5 with prescribed SST/SIC. A constant 
annual cycle of SST and SIC representative of the 1979–
2000 climatology is prescribed everywhere except over 
the North Atlantic. Over the North Atlantic (from equa-
tor to 85°N), the annual cycle of the SST/SIC anomalies 
representative of the positive and negative AMV cycles 
are superimposed on the 1979–2000 climatological SST/
SIC. The SST/SIC anomalies that are prescribed to the 
model (Fig. 1a, d shows wintertime anomalies) come 
from a composite analysis of the HadISST observations 
(Rayner et al. 2003) based on the value of the AMV 
index over 1953–2012. The composite analysis has been 
computed using the upper and lower quartiles of the 
AMV index as a threshold for warm and cold AMV. The 
1953–2012 period was selected since it is a period for 
which SIC data exists in the North Atlantic sector (Walsh 
and Chapman 2001). The anomalies are detrended and 
low-pass filtered before computing the composites in 
order to isolate the decadal fluctuations of SST and SIC 
that are associated with the AMV. These simulations are 
similar to the ones that were performed and analyzed in 
Peings and Magnusdottir (2014a), except that they have 
been extended from 50 to 80 years.

•	 “HIGH-TOP” refers to the simulations that are per-
formed with WACCM5 and prescribed SST/SIC. The 
SST/SIC boundary conditions are prescribed in exactly 

the same way as for LOW-TOP. The annual cycle of the 
boundary forcing is exactly the same (Fig. 1b, e). This 
experiment allows us to examine the dependence of our 
results on the representation of the stratosphere.

•	 “SLAB-OCEAN” refers to the simulation that uses 
CAM5 coupled to SOM. The SOM is only active in 
the Atlantic (from 40°S) and in the Arctic basin, with 
prescribed SST/SIC elsewhere (1979–2000 climatol-
ogy). The thermodynamic sea ice model is therefore 
activated in the Arctic ocean and sea ice is interactive 
in this region only. Since SST is a prognostic variable 
in SOM, we do not prescribe SST anomalies in this 
model. Instead, the AMV forcing is included by add-
ing a Q-flux anomaly in the SOM, similar to the method 
used by Zhang and Delworth (2006). The annual cycle 
of AMV Q-flux anomalies is added to the climatological 
annual cycle of Q-flux in the SOM. The AMV Q-flux 
anomalies are designed from the SST anomalies that are 
used in LOW-TOP and HIGH-TOP. The relationship 
between the Q-flux and SST anomalies may be written 
as Q(t) = K × SSTAMV(t) with

The symbol Q refers to Q-flux, SSTAMV(t) is the 
monthly anomaly of SST corresponding to the positive 
or negative phase of the AMV. In addition with positive 
Q-flux anomalies in the North Atlantic, negative Q-flux 
anomalies are imposed in the South Atlantic (to 40°S) 
in order to simulate the northward Atlantic ocean heat 
transport across the equator and to avoid an unbalanced 

K = 15
W

K m2

Table 1  Description of the numerical experiments

Name Configuration and description of the AMV forcing Duration

LOW-TOP CAM5 atmospheric model, prescribed SST/SIC
2 Simulations with positive and negative AMV forcing
Annual cycle of monthly AMV SST/SIC anomalies superimposed  

on the 1979–2000 climatology (from HadISST observations)

80 years

HIGH-TOP Identical to LOW-TOP, but with WACCM5 (high-top model with 70 vertical  
levels and interactive chemistry)

80 years

SLAB-OCEAN CAM5 atmospheric model + mixed layer ocean model (SOM)
Interactive SST in the Atlantic (from 30°S), interactive sea ice in the Arctic
Prescribed SST/SIC everywhere else
2 simulations with positive and negative AMV forcing
AMV heat flux anomalies estimated from AMV SST anomalies
Annual cycle of AMV heat flux anomalies superimposed on the annual cycle  

of Q-flux in the Atlantic

80 years

All-NA LOW-TOP configuration
Annual cycle of monthly AMV SST anomalies superimposed on the 1979–2000  

climatology (from HadISST observations, no sea ice forcing)

50 years

TR-only LOW-TOP configuration
Identical to All-NA but with tropical SST anomalies only (from 0 to 25°N)

50 years

ML-only LOW-TOP configuration
Identical to All-NA but with extratropical SST anomalies only (from 30°N to 75°N)

50 years
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energy budget in our model. The value of the coeffi-
cient K has been chosen after running several sensi-
tivity tests. It allows us to get a reasonable amplitude 
of SST anomalies in SLAB-OCEAN in comparison 
with the prescribed SST experiments. As the Q-flux 
anomalies are proportional to the SST anomalies that 
are prescribed in LOW-TOP and HIGH-TOP, their pat-
tern is similar to the SST pattern in the North Atlantic 
(Fig. 1a, b). However, SST and SIC are now predicted 
variables such that the resulting SST/SIC anomalies 
are different in SLAB-OCEAN (Fig. 1c).

•	 In Sect. 3.5, three additional experiments of 50 years are 
analyzed: All-NA, TR-only and ML-only. These experi-
ments are similar to LOW-TOP except with differ-
ent SST forcings. AMV-SST anomalies are prescribed 
in the entire North Atlantic for All-NA, in the tropics 
only (between equator and 25°N) in TR-only and in 

mid-latitudes (between 30°N and 75°N) in ML-only. 
These experiments are useful to separate the role of 
tropical and extratropical SST anomalies in the atmos-
pheric response. No sea ice anomalies are included in 
these experiments such that the comparison of All-NA 
to LOW-TOP allows us to estimate the importance of 
AMV-induced sea ice anomalies that are included in 
LOW-TOP and HIGH-TOP.

3  Results

3.1  Description of surface forcing and response 
of turbulent heat flux

Figure 1 shows the wintertime (DJFM) SST and SIC anom-
alies that are prescribed in LOW-TOP and HIGH-TOP 

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Fig. 1  a Prescribed DJFM sea surface temperature anomalies (°C) 
in LOW-TOP and response of the surface wind stress at the oceanic 
surface (N m−2). b Same as a but for HIGH-TOP. c Response of the 
DJFM SST and surface wind stress to the Q-flux forcing imposed in 
SLAB-OCEAN. d Prescribed DJFM sea ice concentration anomalies 

(%) in LOW-TOP. e Same as e but for HIGH-TOP. f Response of the 
DJFM SIC in SLAB-OCEAN. g Response of the DJFM turbulent 
heat flux (THF, sensible + latent, W m−2) in LOW-TOP. Significant 
anomalies at the 95 % confidence level are shaded. h Same as g but 
for HIGH-TOP. i Same as g but for SLAB-OCEAN
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(Fig. 1a, b for SST, Fig. 1d, e for SIC). The prescribed SST 
anomalies are larger in the tropical Atlantic (~+0.4 °C) and 
south of Greenland in the vicinity of the Gulf stream and the 
subpolar gyre (up to +1.5 °C), in line with the increase of 
heat transport in this region during the positive phase of the 
AMV (Gulev et al. 2013). The imposed SIC anomalies are 
rather small, the main signal being the low sea ice values in 
the Barents-Kara Seas. For SLAB-OCEAN (Fig. 1c, f), SST 
and SIC are interactive variables thus the anomalies result 
from the response of the ocean–atmosphere coupled system 
to the Q-flux prescription in SOM. Figure 1g–i depicts the 
response of the total turbulent heat flux (sensible plus latent 
heat flux), i.e., the transfer of heat to the atmosphere that is 
induced by the oceanic forcing (positive values represent a 
gain of energy by the atmosphere). We do not show the radi-
ative fluxes (shortwave + longwave) that have a small con-
tribution compared to the turbulent heat fluxes. Wind stress 
anomaly vectors are superimposed onto the SST anomalies 
in Fig. 1a–c to illustrate the adjustment of the near-surface 
atmosphere to the forcing, that directly impacts the turbu-
lent heat fluxes (according to bulk formulas, turbulent heat 
fluxes at the ocean–atmosphere interface are dependent on 
the temperature gradient, the humidity gradient and the sur-
face wind speed, e.g. Park et al. 2005). The surface wind 
anomalies also indirectly impact the surface turbulent heat 
fluxes through temperature and humidity advection.

In LOW-TOP and HIGH-TOP, positive heat-flux anoma-
lies are found in the area of maximum warm SST anoma-
lies, in the Gulf stream region and off the coast of New-
foundland in mid-latitudes, and in the subtropical Atlantic 
(Fig. 1g–h). In mid-latitudes, heat flux anomalies are 
shifted southward compared to the SST anomalies as the 
cyclonic anomaly that develops in the surface wind field 
(Fig. 1a) reinforces (weakens) the turbulent heat fluxes 
south (north) of 50°N. In a coupled ocean–atmosphere sys-
tem, the loss of energy from the ocean to the atmosphere 
would dampen the heat flux anomalies (Barsugli and Bat-
tisti 1998; Park et al. 2005), as verified in SLAB-OCEAN 
(Fig. 1i). This negative feedback is absent in LOW-TOP 
and HIGH-TOP, since SST is prescribed. Instead, the ocean 
acts as an infinite heat source for the atmosphere and a 
positive heat-flux feedback develops over the ocean in mid-
latitudes, that reinforces the atmospheric anomaly and the 
surface wind stress response.

As expected, SLAB-OCEAN exhibits a very different 
behavior. SST anomalies are larger than for LOW-TOP 
and HIGH-TOP, especially to the east of the Q-flux forc-
ing along the European/African coastline and in the Medi-
terranean and Norwegian Seas (the Q-flux forcing has the 
same pattern as the shading in Fig. 1a, b multiplied by 
the coefficient K = 15 W K−1 m−2, see Methodology in 
Sect. 2). The larger SST anomalies possibly arise from 
a too large value of the coefficient K, as it is difficult to 

obtain a similar amplitude of SST anomalies in SLAB-
OCEAN through the indirect method of imposing Q-flux 
anomalies in the oceanic mixed layer. Moreover, they are 
also a consequence of the inclusion of the ocean–atmos-
phere interaction in this experiment. As seen in the pre-
scribed SST experiments (Fig. 1a, b), the warm SST 
anomaly in the mid-latitudes induces a cyclonic circulation 
near the oceanic surface, that is associated with a reduc-
tion of westerlies north of the center of the SST anomaly 
(north of 50°N) and an increase of westerlies south of 
50°N. In SLAB-OCEAN, the SST adjusts to this atmos-
pheric response by increasing where the surface wind 
stress weakens, and decreasing where it is reinforced. As 
a consequence, the SST anomaly tends to evolve towards 
the typical SST tripole pattern that is found to be forced 
by the negative phase of the NAO (Cayan 1992; Peng et al. 
2005), which is found in the tropospheric response that is 
described in the next section. Note that only minor anoma-
lies of sea ice concentration are found in this experiment 
(Fig. 1f). The response of Arctic sea ice to AMV is likely 
higher in nature (Day et al. 2012) and underestimated in 
our model, given that SOM does not represent horizontal 
and vertical oceanic movements that impact the distribu-
tion of sea ice in the Arctic.

Despite the larger amplitude of SST anomalies in SLAB-
OCEAN, the resulting heat flux anomalies have a smaller 
amplitude, with a different pattern compared to LOW-TOP 
and HIGH-TOP (Fig. 1i). This is a result of including the 
ocean–atmosphere feedback that modifies the surface wind 
stress and the temperature/humidity gradients. For instance, 
as the ocean warms the saturation specific humidity at the 
air/sea interface increases, reducing the ocean–atmosphere 
humidity gradient that drives the latent heat flux. Compared 
to LOW-TOP and HIGH-TOP, the heat flux anomalies are 
shifted eastwards and are at maximum near the southern 
tip of Greenland and in the eastern Atlantic. As for heat 
flux anomalies, the response of the surface wind stress is 
also smaller over the North Atlantic (Fig. 1c). Compared 
to the prescribed-SST experiments, the ocean–atmosphere 
coupling that is included in SLAB-OCEAN thus results in 
increased (decreased) heat flux exchanges in the eastern 
(western) North Atlantic. This leads to a longitudinal shift 
the atmospheric response, as discussed in the next section.

3.2  Response of the North Atlantic Oscillation and of 
the surface temperature

Figure 2 shows the wintertime (DJFM) response of the 
atmospheric circulation at different levels in the atmos-
phere. Figures S1 and S2 are similar to Fig. 1 but show the 
early winter (DJ) and late winter (FM) anomalies respec-
tively. The response in sea-level pressure (Fig. 2a–c) is 
shown along with the NAO pattern corresponding to each 
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experiment (red contours, 1st EOF mode of North Atlantic/
Europe DJFM SLP). In all configurations, the NAO pattern 
is consistent with the observed NAO (see Fig. S3 for com-
parisons of the NAO pattern in each configuration with 
observations) except for a eastward location of the maxi-
mum center of the northern lobe and a smaller amplitude 

of the southern lobe, especially in SLAB-OCEAN. The 
pattern of the SLP response in LOW-TOP and HIGH-TOP 
is reminiscent of the negative NAO. However, the nega-
tive pressure anomalies are located westward of the typi-
cal NAO pattern (Fig. 2a, b) and the statistical significance 
of the positive SLP anomalies in high latitudes is weak. 

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Fig. 2  a Response of the DJFM sea-level pressure (hPa) in LOW-
TOP. Significant anomalies at the 95 % confidence level are shaded. 
Red contours represents the climatological NAO pattern in this exper-
iment (contour interval 1 hPa). b Same as a but for HIGH-TOP. c 
Same as a but for SLAB-OCEAN. d Response of the DJFM 500 hPa 
geopotential height (m) in LOW-TOP. Significant anomalies at the 

95 % confidence level are shaded. e Same as d but for HIGH-TOP. 
f Same as d but for SLAB-OCEAN. g Response of the 50 hPa geo-
potential height (m) in LOW-TOP. Significant anomalies at the 95 % 
confidence level are shaded. h Same as g but for HIGH-TOP. i Same 
as g but for SLAB-OCEAN
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As shown by the anomalies of the 500 hPa geopotential 
height (Fig. 2d–f), the response is asymmetric with a 
larger amplitude for the northern lobe of the NAO than 
for the southern lobe in the mid-troposphere. The sample 
size (80 winters) is sufficient to extract the AMV-driven 
atmospheric response (signal) from internal variability of 
the atmosphere (noise), since the negative NAO response 
remains stationary after 60 years of simulations (Figure 
S4). The larger and statistical significant signal that is 
found in the first 50 years of the experiment points out the 
danger of interpreting simulations that do not include large 
enough sample sizes.

The change in the distribution of the average NAO 
index between the 80 winters of each simulation is shown 
in Fig. 3. The mean (red diamonds), median, upper/lower 
quartile and maximum/minimum values (horizontal bars) 
are depicted on this plot, for the entire winter (DJFM, 
Fig. 3a) season as well as for early (DJ, Fig. 3b) and late 
winter (FM, Fig. 3c). The NAO index is computed by 
regressing the SLP anomalies onto the NAO pattern of each 
AMV- simulation (shown by red contours in Fig. 2a–c). 
A cold North Atlantic ocean is thus taken as the reference 
thereby the average NAO index is 0 in these simulations (cf 
Fig. 3). When the North Atlantic ocean is warm, the aver-
age DJFM NAO index decreases by −0.6 and −0.4 hPa for 
LOW-TOP and HIGH-TOP respectively, and the distribu-
tion shifts towards negative values (Fig. 3a). As pointed out 
in Peings and Magnusdottir (2014a), the response of the 
NAO occurs in late winter in LOW-TOP and is absent in 
early winter (Fig. 3b, c; Fig. S2). On the other hand, HIGH-
TOP depicts a larger response in early winter than in late 
winter (Fig. 3b, c; Fig. S1). The maximum/minimum val-
ues of the distribution show that the intensity of extreme 
negative NAO increases during the positive polarity of the 

AMV, regardless of the season and/or model configuration. 
The extreme positive values are generally smaller.

In SLAB-OCEAN, the negative-NAO response (NAO 
index of −0.7 hPa, Fig. 3a) is qualitatively consistent with 
LOW-TOP and HIGH-TOP, although stronger in accord-
ance with larger SST anomalies in this experiment. The 
main difference is the eastward shift of the NAO response, 
that is located over the continent rather than over the ocean 
(Fig. 2c). As expected from the heat flux response described 
in Sect. 3.1, the atmospheric response is damped over the 
North Atlantic ocean but reinforced over Europe and North 
Africa. As in other experiments, the response shows little 
resemblance to an equivalent barotropic structure in the 
vertical since a dipole is not found in the mid-troposphere 
(Fig. 2f). Finally, unlike LOW-TOP and HIGH-TOP, the 
NAO response is less subseason-dependent as it is present 
through the entire winter (Fig. 3a), although larger in late 
winter (Fig. 3c).

Figure 4 shows the associated anomalies of the 2-meter 
temperature. The three experiments exhibit a warming 
of the North Atlantic and the Greenland/Labrador Sea 
region, and a cooling of central Siberia (Fig. 4a–c). The 
cold anomaly found in central Siberia is interesting since 
a similar cold anomaly has been observed in recent years 
and has been attributed to the loss of Arctic sea ice, espe-
cially from the Barents–Kara Sea (Honda et al. 2009; Liu 
et al. 2012). We note that the AMV is able to force such an 
anomaly without any large sea ice anomalies in this region 
(especially in SLAB-OCEAN). This is consistent with Sato 
et al. (2014) that suggest that this relationship is a statistical 
artifact due to the combined influence of Gulf Stream SST 
anomalies onto both the Barents–Kara sea ice and the cen-
tral Eurasia temperature. The overall temperature response 
is not strictly typical of a negative NAO anomaly, during 
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Fig. 3  a Distribution of the DJFM NAO index among the 80 winters 
of the simulations. Results are shown for the three configurations, 
white boxplots are for the AMV− simulation, grey boxplots are for 
the AMV+ simulation. Boxplots indicate the maximum, upper-
quartile, median, lower-quartile and minimum of the distribution 

(horizontal bars). The mean of the distribution is shown by a red dia-
mond, and asterisks indicate the significance level of the difference 
in the average NAO index between AMV− and AMV+: *p < 0.1; 
**p < 0.05 (two-tailed Student t test). b Same as a but for early win-
ter (DJ). c Same as a but for late winter (FM)
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which cold conditions are found over Europe and eastern 
North America (Hurrell and Van Loon 1997).

However, the impact of the NAO response is more vis-
ible in the change of cold extremes. Figure 4d–f show the 
change in percentage of wintertime days that are consid-
ered cold extreme days (using the 10th percentile of the 
daily temperature distribution of the AMV− simulation 
as a threshold for each grid point). An increase of cold 
extreme days is found over Eastern Europe and Siberia 
in LOW-TOP and SLAB-OCEAN. This is not the case in 
HIGH-TOP but once again this result is season dependent 
and tied to the timing of the NAO response. In early win-
ter (Fig. S5b) when the response is maximum in HIGH-
TOP, an increase of cold spell days is found over eastern 
Europe and western Siberia. In LOW-TOP, the increase in 
cold spell days is present over Eurasia and eastern North 
America in late winter only (Fig. S5d), in agreement with 
the results from Peings and Magnusdottir (2014a). In the 
absence of the NAO anomaly, the thermodynamical effect 
of a warm North Atlantic ocean dominates the dynamical 

effect and the surrounding continents are warmer (Fig. 
S5a and S5e). SLAB-OCEAN shows more consistency in 
the increase of cold extremes over Eurasia between early 
and late winter. It does not simulate any increase of cold 
extremes in the eastern US due to the shifted location of the 
NAO response in this experiment.

3.3  Response of the stratosphere and downward 
propagation of the signal

Omrani et al. (2014) found that the atmospheric response 
to the AMV is sensitive to the representation of the strat-
osphere. Indeed, a significant negative NAO response to 
warm AMV-SST anomalies is only obtained in the high-
top version of their atmospheric model. They showed that 
the AMV forcing induces an anomalous planetary-wave 
propagation and a warming of the polar stratosphere in 
early winter that is followed by a downward propagation 
of the signal and a negative NAO in mid-winter. In our 
three experiments, we also observe a warming of the polar 

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 4  a Response of the DJFM 2-m temperature (°C) in LOW-TOP. 
Significant anomalies at the 95 % confidence level are shaded. b 
Same as a but for HIGH-TOP. c Same as a but for SLAB-OCEAN. 

d Response of the DJFM percentage of cold days (%, from the 10th 
percentile of daily surface temperature) in LOW-TOP. e Same as d 
but for HIGH-TOP. f Same as d but for SLAB-OCEAN
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stratosphere, which is consistent with their study although 
the amplitude is small (Fig. 2g–i). The weakening of the 
polar vortex is associated with upward propagation of plan-
etary waves into the stratosphere in the North Atlantic sec-
tor (not shown). Unlike Omrani et al. (2014) though, our 
LOW-TOP model also simulates a weakening of the polar 
vortex, that is even of a larger amplitude than in HIGH-
TOP. The discrepancy with their results might be related 
to the fact that CAM5 has a substantially greater vertical 
resolution than their low-top model ECHAM5 (30 levels in 
CAM5 compared to 19 in ECHAM5, with, respectively, 13 
and 9 levels above 200 hPa), and a higher top level (2.2 hPa 
compared to 10 hPa). But more likely, this is explained by 
the turbulent mountain stress (TMS) parametrization that 
has been added in CAM5 and was absent in previous ver-
sions of CAM. When included, the TMS parametrization 
impacts the propagation of planetary waves into the strato-
sphere and improves the frequency of sudden stratospheric 
warming (SSW) events (Richter et al. 2010). Low-top mod-
els generally underestimate the frequency of SSWs (Charl-
ton-Perez et al. 2013) due to the presence of a sponge layer 
with enhanced horizontal diffusion in the upper levels that 
inhibits the upward propagation of planetary waves. The 
sponge layer improves the climatology of the low-top mod-
els but leads to an underestimate of the stratospheric vari-
ability and the occurrence of SSWs. In CAM5, this bias is 
not very strong and SSWs are simulated: in the LOW-TOP 
experiment, we identify 25 SSW against 30 SSW in HIGH-
TOP, based on a reversal of westerly to easterly winds in 
winter. This ability to simulate SSWs in both the low-top 
and high-top configurations might explain why our results 
show less dependence on the stratospheric representation 
than in Omrani et al. (2014).

As for the NAO, the timing of the response of the polar 
vortex differs between LOW-TOP and HIGH-TOP (Fig. 
S1g–i and S2g–i). To investigate the intraseasonal response 
in more detail, daily NAM anomalies (averages of geo-
potential height anomalies over the polar cap north of 
65°N) are depicted in a time-pressure coordinate plot on 
Fig. 5a, c, e. This allows us to track NAM anomalies in the 
vertical and in time. In particular, they allow us to assess 
if any SSW event occurs during winter in the experiments. 
In order to verify how these polar cap anomalies project 
onto the NAO, we have also computed a daily NAO index 
for each winter season of the simulations by regressing the 
daily anomalies of the 1000 hPa geopotential height onto 
the corresponding NAO pattern (Fig. 5b, d, f). Z1000 is 
used instead of SLP that was not saved on the daily time 
scale. The NAO index is normalized and expressed in 
standard deviation instead of hPa as in Sect. 3.2, which 
explains the smaller amplitude of the NAO anomalies in 
Fig. 5. Red (blue) solid lines show the ensemble mean of 
the NAO index for the simulation for the positive (negative) 

AMV forcing. The envelope represents ±1 standard devia-
tion of the inter-member variability, the maximum and 
minimum values are indicated by dashed lines. In line with 
results of the previous section, significant anomalies in 
the stratosphere are found in LOW-TOP and HIGH-TOP 
but with a different timing. In HIGH-TOP, a significant 
negative NAM anomaly appears in November, propagates 
downwards and reaches the surface in mid-January, while 
in LOW-TOP a similar response occurs in late winter and 
reaches the surface in late February and March. The val-
ues of the intraseasonal NAO index are consistent with the 
timing of the downward propagation of NAM anomalies. 
In the AMV+ simulation, the NAO tends to be negative 
in mid-winter in HIGH-TOP (Fig. 5d), in late winter in 
LOW-TOP (Fig. 5b). The inclusion of the high-top model 
has therefore an impact on the timing of the stratospheric 
response and following tropospheric anomalies. This result 
is consistent with Smith et al. (2014), that have found that 
the inclusion of WACCM changes the seasonality of SSWs 
in winter, with SSWs restricted to late winter in the low-top 
version. They attribute these changes to differences in the 
mean state of the model, especially concerning the strength 
of the westerly winds in the stratosphere that determine 
the sensitivity of the polar vortex to planetary wave break-
ing. Our perturbation experiments do not allow us to truly 
assess such differences in the mean state (it would neces-
sitate a control experiment for each configuration). How-
ever, the polar night jet appears to be stronger in LOW-TOP 
than in HIGH-TOP, especially in early winter (not shown), 
which is one factor that can explain the different timing of 
the response from one configuration to the other.

An important finding is that the response in the strato-
sphere is small in SLAB-OCEAN during the entire win-
ter (Fig. 5e) although this experiment has the largest NAO 
response. This suggests that the stratospheric response is 
not critical in the development of significant NAO anoma-
lies at the surface, i.e. stratosphere–troposphere interac-
tions are not the primary mechanism that can explain the 
response of the NAO to the AMV in our model. Rather, 
they seem to amplify the NAO response when the sig-
nal that emerges in the stratosphere reaches the surface. 
These results differ from Omrani et al. (2015) that found a 
stratospheric response in both a standalone and an ocean–
atmosphere coupled version of their model. Nonetheless, 
this response was smaller in the coupled version, which 
is consistent with SLAB-OCEAN in suggesting that the 
ocean–atmosphere coupling dampens the response of the 
stratosphere.

In addition to highlighting intraseasonal variability, 
Fig. 5b, d, f also illustrates the amplitude of the forced 
NAO response compared to internal atmospheric vari-
ability. The forced response remains secondary compared 
to internal variability as suggested by the large spread of 
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the NAO index between the 80 winters in each simulation. 
Nevertheless, the average NAO index tends to be systemati-
cally lower when the AMV is warm, especially in SLAB-
OCEAN where no seasonality is found in this response.

3.4  Shift of the ITCZ and generation of a Rossby wave

Figure 6 shows the response in precipitation. The three 
experiments simulate a northward shift of the Intertropical 
Convergence Zone (ITCZ). This response has been pre-
viously identified as a response to the warm phase of the 
AMV (e.g., Sutton and Hodson 2007; Ting et al. 2011) 
and is associated with the tropical Atlantic SST anomalies, 

as discussed in Sect. 3.5. In the mid-latitudes, precipita-
tion increases with warm SST anomalies in LOW-TOP 
and HIGH-TOP (Fig. 6a, b), in agreement with the larger 
heat flux and atmospheric response over the ocean in these 
experiments. A positive feedback occurs between the pre-
cipitation and the dynamical response: the wind forcing 
increases the evaporation at the surface, leading to more 
precipitation that amplifies the anomalous cyclonic circu-
lation through latent heat release in the free troposphere. 
This positive feedback leads to an overestimate of pre-
cipitation anomalies over the North Atlantic ocean in the 
absence of ocean–atmosphere coupling. In fact, the mid-
latitude precipitation anomalies are absent or smaller in 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 5  a Time–pressure cross section of the daily polar cap response 
(m, geopotential averaged north of 65°N) in LOW-TOP. Light (dark) 
shading indicates significance at the 90 % (95 %) significance level. 
The contour interval is 30 m. b Daily anomalies of the NAO index 
(EOF-based index from the geopotential height at 1000 hPa) in LOW-
TOP, for AMV+ (red) and AMV− (blue). The solid line represents 

the ensemble mean of the distribution (from 80 winters), the envelope 
shows the ±1 standard deviation interval and the dashed lines are the 
maximum/minimum values. c Same as a but for HIGH-TOP. d Same 
as b but for HIGH-TOP. e Same as a but for SLAB-OCEAN. f Same 
as b but for SLAB-OCEAN
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SLAB-OCEAN (Fig. 6c), in which the ocean–atmosphere 
adjustment inhibits this positive feedback.

As expected from the negative phase of the NAO, the 
response of the 200 hPa zonal wind exhibits a tripole of 
zonal wind anomalies that corresponds to a merging of the 
North Atlantic polar front jet (eddy-driven) and the sub-
tropical jet (thermally driven) (Fig. 6d–f). This tripole of 
zonal wind anomalies resembles a Rossby wave train that 
originates in the tropical Atlantic and propagates into the 
extratropics (this is clearly visible in streamfunction anom-
alies at 200 hPa, not shown since it is very consistent with 

U200 anomalies). A Rossby wave train that tilts eastward 
from the tropics to the northern extratropics is the typical 
large-scale atmospheric response to tropical SST anomalies 
(Hoskins and Karoly 1981). Such a response has been iden-
tified in numerous modeling studies that have investigated 
the influence of tropical SST anomalies on the atmosphere 
(e.g., Terray and Cassou 2002; Drevillon et al. 2003; Sut-
ton and Hodson 2007). It is generated by anomalous upper-
level divergence that results from enhanced evaporation and 
associated precipitation/latent heating anomalies in the free 
troposphere. In our experiments, the significant northward 

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Fig. 6  a Response of the DJFM precipitation (mm day−1, shading) 
and 850 hPa wind vectors (m s−1) in LOW-TOP. Only responses that 
are significant at the 95 % confidence level are shown for the precipi-
tation. b Same as a but for HIGH-TOP. c Same as a but for SLAB-
OCEAN. d Response of the DJFM 200 hPa zonal wind (m s−1) in 
LOW-TOP. Significant anomalies at the 95 % confidence level are 
shaded. Red contours represent the climatology (interval of 10 m s−1 

between 20 and 50 m s−1). e Same as d but for HIGH-TOP. f Same 
as d but for SLAB-OCEAN. g Response of the DJFM transient eddy 
activity (m) in LOW-TOP. Significant anomalies at the 95 % confi-
dence level are shaded. Red contours represent the climatology (inter-
val of 6 m between 30 and 60 m). h Same as g but for HIGH-TOP. i 
Same as g but for SLAB-OCEAN
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shift of the ITCZ is the cause for the generation of upper-
level divergence north of the equator and the generation of 
this Rossby wave train, as further demonstrated in the next 
section.

The coupling between atmosphere and ocean is stronger 
in the tropics such that the atmosphere is more sensitive 
to tropical SST anomalies than extratropical ones (see 
review by Kushnir et al. 2002). Even though their role is 
secondary compared to the influence of tropical SST, the 
extratropical SST anomalies have the potential to amplify 
the mid-latitude atmospheric response to tropical Atlan-
tic SST anomalies through eddy–mean flow interactions 
(Peng et al. 2005; Sutton and Hodson 2007). Indeed, the 
transient eddies reinforce the large-scale circulation anom-
alies such as the NAO through eddy–mean flow feedbacks 
(Hoskins et al. 1983). The response of the transient eddy 
activity, defined as the standard deviation of filtered daily 
Z500 anomalies using a 2–6 day bandpass Lanczos filter, 
is shown in Fig. 6g–i. In LOW-TOP and HIGH-TOP, the 
transient eddy activity is reduced along the storm track, 
and slightly enhanced along its southern boundary. This 
is consistent with the response of the zonal flow and with 
the negative NAO signal. In SLAB-OCEAN, we note the 
absence of a significant response in transient eddy activity 
over the ocean (Fig. 6i) despite significant anomalies of the 
zonal flow at 200 hPa (Fig. 6f). Rather, the anomalies of 
the transient eddy activity are large over Europe where the 
NAO response is located (Fig. 2). This finding supports the 
central role of the eddy–mean flow feedback in modulating 
the amplitude and location of the NAO response. Since the 
respective role of tropical and extratropical SST anomalies 
are mixed up in the present experiments, their respective 
role in the atmospheric response cannot be isolated. There-
fore, additional experiments have been performed that are 
discussed in the next section.

3.5  Additional experiments: role of tropical 
versus extratropical SST anomalies

In this section we examine the relative impact of tropical 
and extratropical SST anomalies in generating the NAO 
response that we have identified. Since the results are con-
sistent between the three experiments in terms of the nega-
tive NAO response, we have performed additional experi-
ments with the LOW-TOP configuration only as it is less 
demanding in term of computational costs. The All-NA 
(tropical plus extratropical forcing), TR-Only (tropical 
forcing) and ML-only (extratropical forcing) experiments 
are described in Sect. 2. All-NA is similar to LOW-TOP 
except that no sea ice anomalies are prescribed in the Arc-
tic. We can therefore verify that the LOW-TOP response 
is mostly related to the SST anomalies and that the small 
sea ice anomalies play a secondary role. The experiments 

have been run for 50 years, which is sufficient to identify 
the mechanism that explains the influence of tropical and 
extratropical SST. The SST anomalies that are prescribed 
in these experiments are shown on Fig. 7a–c, together with 
the surface wind stress response (vectors). The SLP and 
200 hPa zonal wind responses are shown in Fig. 7d–i.

First, we note that the response in All-NA is close to 
the one that is found in LOW-TOP (Fig. 7d, g vs Fig. 2a, 
g), confirming that the prescribed sea ice anomalies have 
a small influence in the average wintertime response of 
LOW-TOP. The influence of sea ice anomalies is discern-
ible in late-winter only when LOW-TOP exhibits a larger 
response than All-NA (not shown), but this could also be 
an effect of the sample size (80 years in LOW-TOP against 
50 years in All-NA). TR-Only reproduces the low SLP 
anomalies in the North Atlantic. The Rossby wave pattern 
that was identified in LOW-TOP is found in the zonal wind 
anomalies (Fig. 7h), confirming the role of tropical SST 
anomalies in generating this large-scale circulation anom-
aly. However, the U200 anomalies have a smaller ampli-
tude than in All-NA and they are not statistically significant 
in mid-latitudes. On the other hand, ML-only exhibits a 
dipolar anomaly of U200 in the mid-latitudes, but with a 
small amplitude compared to All-NA (Fig. 7i). An interest-
ing finding is that the combined response to tropical and 
extratropical SST anomalies is not linear, i.e. the response 
in All-NA is larger than the sum of the TR-Only response 
and the ML-only response. Therefore, a feedback mecha-
nism is acting to amplify the response to extratropical SST 
anomalies in the presence of tropical SST anomalies (and 
vice versa), such that both part of the forcing are needed to 
obtain the significant negative-NAO pattern in our model. 
This result is consistent with that of Sutton and Hodson 
(2007) in modeling experiments with prescribed tropical 
and extratropical AMV SST anomalies. This is also con-
sistent with Peng et al. (2005), although their extratropical 
SST anomalies were not prescribed but resulted from the 
response of a slab ocean model coupled to the atmosphere 
in the North Atlantic basin only. In contrast, Davini et al. 
(2015) found that the NAO response was exclusively forced 
by the tropical component of AMV-SST anomalies, empha-
sizing that the respective role of tropical versus extratropi-
cal SST is model-dependent.

The extratropical Atlantic SST reinforces the response 
that is generated by the tropical forcing by modifying the 
baroclinicity and storm track activity in the mid-latitudes. 
The change in transient eddy activity feeds back on the 
zonal mean flow and induces significant perturbations 
to the jet stream (Peng et al. 2005). This mechanism is 
verified in our experiments. Figure 8 shows the response 
of the transient eddies and of the E-vector (E) and its 
divergence (Hoskins et al. 1983). E gives a description 
of the transient eddy forcing upon the local time-mean 
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flow. It is computed from the synoptic components of 
the horizontal wind, after filtering with a 2–6 days band-
pass Lanczos filter: E = (v′2 − u′2,−u′v′). E is in the 
direction of the group velocity of the transient eddies 
relative to the local time-mean flow. The divergence of 
E depicts the eddy-induced accelerations of the zonal 
wind due to barotropic processes. In TR-Only (Fig. 8b, 
e), the response in eddy transient activity and E is small 
and with little significance. In ML-only, a decrease of the 
transient activity is found along the Atlantic storm track 
(Fig. 8c) that induces a weakening of the westerly cir-
culation as illustrated by the convergence of E along the 
storm track in Fig. 8f. The extratropical SST anomalies 

are thus responsible for perturbing the transient eddy 
activity, that is an amplifying mechanism in the response 
of the mid-latitude atmospheric circulation over the 
North Atlantic. This result demonstrates the importance 
of extratropical SST anomalies, since tropical and extra-
tropical SST anomalies must coincide to obtain a signifi-
cant modulation of the wintertime NAO in the LOW-TOP 
configuration. Further experiments would be needed to 
verify that the same mechanism is at work in the other 
model configurations. Nevertheless, this is presumably 
the case as both HIGH-TOP and SLAB-OCEAN exhibits 
a decrease of the transient eddy activity near the core of 
the NAO response (Fig. 6h, i).

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Fig. 7  a Prescribed DJFM sea surface temperature anomalies (°C) in 
All-NA and response of the surface wind stress at the oceanic surface 
(N m−2). b Same as a but for TR-Only. c Same as a but for ML-Only. 
d Response of the DJFM sea-level pressure (hPa) in All-NA. Signifi-
cant anomalies at the 95 % confidence level are shaded. e Same as 

d but for TR-Only. f Same as d but for ML-Only. g Response of the 
DJFM 200 hPa zonal wind (m s−1) in All-NA. Significant anomalies 
at the 95 % confidence level are shaded. Red contours represent the 
climatology (interval of 10 m s−1 between 20 and 50 m s−1). h Same 
as g but for TR-Only. i Same as g but for ML-Only
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4  Conclusion

In this paper we have used three different configurations of 
CAM5 (low-top, high-top and low-top coupled to a slab-
ocean) to examine the response of the wintertime atmos-
pheric circulation to the AMV. We have also examined 
the relative importance of tropical SST, extratropical SST 
and sea ice anomalies in the response. Here are our main 
conclusions:

•	 In the three configurations, the response to a warm 
AMV resembles the negative phase of the NAO, 
although the response is somewhat asymmetrical since 
the high pressure anomalies in high-latitudes are small 
compared to the mid-latitude low pressure anomalies. 
The timing of the NAO response is different between 
the three experiments, with a larger response in late 
winter in LOW-TOP, early winter in HIGH-TOP and a 
somewhat persistent response in SLAB-OCEAN. The 
NAO anomaly is associated with a southward shift in 
the upper-level North Atlantic polar front jet stream and 
the transient eddy activity along the storm track. The 
response in continental temperature is less consistent 
between the three experiments, but cold extreme events 
tend to increase over Europe/Asia when the negative 
NAO anomaly is maximum.

•	 Unlike in Omrani et al. (2014), that found a strong 
sensitivity of the results to the representation of the 
stratosphere, the use of the high-top model does not 
fundamentally change the results. In fact, LOW-TOP 
also simulates a polar warming of the stratosphere 
in response to a warm North Atlantic ocean, that pro-
motes a negative NAO at the surface through strato-
sphere–troposphere interactions. This is likely related 
to the inclusion of the turbulent mountain stress para-
metrization in CAM5 (Richter et al. 2010) that has an 
impact on the upward propagation of planetary waves 
and on stratospheric variability. The remarkable ability 
of CAM5 to simulate SSW events in comparison with 
typical low-top models (Charlton-Perez et al. 2013) is 
probably related to the TMS parametrization. This will 
have to be confirmed in dedicated experiments. The rep-
resentation of the stratosphere has an influence on the 
timing of the NAO response. This different timing (late 
winter in LOW-TOP, early winter in HIGH-TOP) is 
due to an earlier occurrence of the polar warming in the 
stratosphere in HIGH-TOP, that is followed by down-
ward propagating NAM anomalies. But all in all, the 
stratospheric response is rather small and results from 
the SLAB-OCEAN experiment suggest that it is not the 
primary driver of the NAO response. Indeed, SLAB-
OCEAN does not exhibit any significant anomalies in 

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 8  a Response of the DJFM transient eddy activity (m) in All-
NA. Significant anomalies at the 95 % confidence level are shaded. 
Red contours represent the climatology (interval of 6 m between 30 
and 60 m). b Same as a but for TR-Only. c Same as a but for ML-

only. d Response of E (arrows, m2 s−2) and of its divergence (shad-
ing, m s−2) in All-NA. e Same as d but for TR-Only. f Same as d but 
for ML-Only
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the stratosphere, even though this is the experiment that 
simulates the largest response of the NAO. In light of 
this finding, the AMV–NAO teleconnection exists inde-
pendently of stratospheric processes, but stratosphere–
troposphere interactions can amplify the surface signa-
ture of the NAO several weeks after the occurrence of a 
warming of the polar stratosphere.

•	 When SST anomalies are prescribed, a positive feed-
back takes place between the heat flux and the surface 
wind stress in mid-latitudes. This leads to an ampli-
fied response of the atmospheric circulation over the 
North Atlantic. Our SLAB-OCEAN experiment shows 
that when a simple ocean–atmosphere coupling is 
included, this feedback is damped resulting in a smaller 
atmospheric response over the mid-latitude ocean. 
A significant negative-NAO response is still present 
but it is shifted eastward over the European and Afri-
can continents. This response is associated with tropi-
cal SST anomalies that result from the Q-flux forcing. 
Large amplitude SST anomalies also develop in the 
eastern North Atlantic, beyond the area of the original 
Q-flux forcing, and these are reminiscent of the tripole-
like SST pattern that is generally associated with the 
NAO (e.g. Cayan 1992). SLAB-OCEAN suggests that 
accounting for ocean–atmosphere coupling in such sen-
sitivity experiments is important (Barsugli and Battisti 
1998; Sutton and Mathieu 2002), but that it does not 
dramatically change the overall nature of the response 
(i.e., negative NAO and northward shift of the ITCZ in 
the tropical Atlantic). Note that the results from SLAB-
OCEAN are dependent on the method that is used to 
prescribe the heat flux anomalies as Q-flux anomalies 
in SOM. Prescribing the average heat flux response 
from LOW-TOP or HIGH-TOP would allow a better 
consistency between the heat flux forcing among the 
three experiments. However, this method is also limited 
by biases in the net heat flux response that is found in 
the prescribed-SST experiments. An additional experi-
ment (not shown in this paper) using such a methodol-
ogy gives results that are quite similar to the prescribed-
SST experiments, again suggesting that our results do 
not strongly depend on the representation of the ocean–
atmosphere coupling in the North Atlantic.

•	 As noted in previous studies (Peng et al. 2005; Sutton 
and Hodson 2007), both extratropical and tropical SST 
anomalies play a role in the NAO response. A non-lin-
ear interaction exists in mid-latitudes, such that the sum 
of the individual response fields to each SST forcing is 
considerably smaller than the response to both forcings. 
The tropical SST anomalies induce a northward shift of 
the ITCZ by modifying the interhemispheric gradient 
of SST. The resulting perturbation in deep convection 

and precipitation leads to some upper-level divergence 
that generates a Rossby wave train into mid-latitudes, 
in agreement with previous studies (e.g. Okumura et al. 
2001; Drevillon et al. 2003; Peng et al. 2005). The mid-
latitude atmospheric response is then amplified by the 
influence of mid-latitude SST anomalies. Warm SST 
anomalies generate large heat flux anomalies in the Gulf 
stream region that modify the baroclinicity in the tropo-
sphere and decrease the eddy transient activity along the 
storm track. The anomalous transient activity feeds back 
on the zonal mean flow and leads to a shift in the mid-
latitude jet stream and to a negative NAO response. The 
additional forcing due to mid-latitudes SST anomalies is 
only effective in the presence of the Rossby wave train 
driven by the tropical response. The overlap between the 
SLP anomalies and the decrease in transient eddy activ-
ity in SLAB-OCEAN further supports the role of eddy–
mean flow feedbacks in shaping the NAO response. 
Caution must be exercised when interpreting the influ-
ence of tropical SST anomalies from the AMV on the 
atmospheric circulation. In fact, it is likely that tropical 
SST anomalies associated with the AMV are not driven 
by the ocean dynamics, but are induced by NAO anoma-
lies associated with the AMV through modulation of the 
trade winds (Xie and Carton 2004). Even if tropical SST 
anomalies constitute a response rather than a driver of 
the NAO, our simulations suggest that they exert a posi-
tive feedback on the NAO and reinforce the atmospheric 
circulation that generates them.

•	 An interesting finding of these experiments is the pres-
ence of significant high pressure anomalies in the 
North Pacific (weakening of the Aleutian Low) (e.g., 
Fig. 2a–f). A North Pacific response has also been found 
in response to the warm North Atlantic SST anoma-
lies of the 2012–2013 winter (Peings and Magnusdot-
tir 2015) and in previous studies that have explored the 
atmospheric response to AMV-SST anomalies (Sut-
ton and Hodson 2007; Msadek et al. 2011). Okumura 
et al. (2009) also identified a deepening of the Aleutian 
low in “water-hosing” experiments that aim to explore 
the impact of a weakening of the AMOC in coupled 
ocean–atmosphere GCMs. They attributed two-thirds of 
the Aleutian low response to the tropical Atlantic SST, 
presuming a remote impact of the tropical Atlantic SST 
over the North Pacific atmospheric circulation through 
the propagation of Rossby waves along the South Asian 
subtropical jet (as suggested by Haarsma and Hazeleger 
2007). In this paper we have made the choice of focus-
ing on the Atlantic portion of the atmospheric response, 
but future work will be dedicated to understanding the 
physical mechanisms behind this connection between 
the AMV and the North Pacific atmospheric circulation.
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The consistency of our results among the three model 
configurations suggests that the influence of the AMV on 
the wintertime NAO (as well as on the ITCZ) is robust. As 
pointed out in Peings and Magnusdottir (2014a), the AMV 
should therefore be considered a forcing mechanism that 
may have driven the resurgence of negative NAO winters 
in recent years. Without that mechanism, the role of other 
factors, in particular the role of rapid Arctic sea ice decline 
(Vihma et al. 2014) may be overestimated, especially since 
the AMV directly influences the Arctic sea ice distribution 
(Day et al. 2012; Sato et al. 2014). Still, it is important to 
remember that, the same as for Arctic sea ice decline, the 
forcing mechanisms associated with the AMV are quite 
small compared to internal variability of the atmosphere 
(Wallace et al. 2014). This is the case in our experiments, 
in which the forced NAO signal is statistically significant 
but small compared to the atmospheric noise (as illustrated 
in Fig. 5). The dependence of the atmospheric response to 
the QBO has not been discussed in the present study due 
to limited sample sizes when partitioning the winter sea-
sons into east and west QBO (<40 years in each case). 
However, it is known that the QBO influences the polar 
vortex dynamics (e.g. Watson and Gray 2014) and thus 
the sensitivity of the extratropical atmosphere to surface 
forcings such as Siberian snow anomalies (Peings et al. 
2012) or SST anomalies (Garfinkel and Hartmann 2010). 
Preliminary analyses of our simulations suggest that the 
AMV response indeed depends on the QBO timing, with 
a weaker polar vortex and a larger NAO/NAM response 
when the QBO is easterly. This is an encouraging result 
since its suggests that more predictability could be gained 
from the AMV during years with an east QBO. However, 
longer simulations will have to be performed to ensure the 
robustness of this result and to detail the underlying physi-
cal mechanisms.

Our results will have to be supported by further experi-
ments using models of different complexities to verify 
that they are robust. As we have used a simple slab-ocean 
model to represent the thermodynamic exchanges between 
the atmosphere and the ocean, we have ignored the role of 
ocean dynamics in modulating the response, and in particu-
lar the influence of the AMOC. Investigating the interac-
tions between the AMOC, AMV and the atmospheric circu-
lation necessitates the use of a fully coupled GCM. Recent 
studies that have used long-term simulations from the 
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) database 
have identified various lead-lag relationships between the 
AMOC, AMV and atmospheric modes such as the NAO. 
In particular, a negative NAO signal generally follows the 
positive AMV some years later in certain CMIP5 mod-
els (e.g., Gastineau et al. 2013; Ruprich-Robert and Cas-
sou 2014), in agreement with our findings. Although the 
CMIP5 models exhibit significant biases in simulating the 

AMV that limits their usefulness in addressing this ques-
tion (Zhang and Wang 2013; Ba et al. 2014), such detailed 
analyses of coupled GCMs simulations will undoubtedly 
improve our understanding of the influence of the AMV on 
the atmospheric circulation.
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